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Abstract
This is a feasibility study for the analysis of Hubble Space Telescope observations of
galaxy cluster IRC 0218A at a redshift of z = 1.62. The main goals were as follows: to
investigate any systematic biases in D(4000) and Dn(4000), commonly used indices
for probing a galaxy’s average stellar age, for different star formation histories, ages,
metallicities, and dust extinctions; to determine the precision with which D(4000) and
Dn(4000) can be measured for galaxies at a range of magnitudes; and to constrain the
conditions under which a measurement of D(4000) or Dn(4000) is a reliable probe
of a galaxy’s average stellar age. A grid of template galaxies was constructed using
the GALAXEV package described by Bruzual & Charlot (2003), and the Hubble ob-
servations were simulated using the Space Telescope Science Institute’s aXeSIM soft-
ware package. No obvious systematic biases in D(4000) or Dn(4000) were observed.
D(4000) and Dn(4000) could be accurately measured within a 10% uncertainty up
to the study’s J-band magnitude limit of 22.8 and within a 5% uncertainty up to a
J-band magnitude of 21.6. However, even these small errors in D(4000) correspond
to large errors in calculated stellar age. A measurement of D(4000) or Dn(4000) can
only roughly constrain the age of a galaxy’s stellar population for J-band magnitudes
brighter than ∼ 21.6.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Galaxy Evolution
Galaxies plotted on a color-magnitude (or color-mass) diagram tend to exhibit a bimodal distribu-
tion of red quiescent galaxies and blue star-forming galaxies. Bell et al. (2004) first noticed this
pattern at all redshifts out to z ∼ 1. Red galaxies, which generally display early-type morpholo-
gies, arrange themselves onto what is commonly known as the ’red sequence.’ Blue galaxies, most
often with late-type morphologies, lie in another distinct region of color-magnitude space called
the ’blue cloud.’ In between the red sequence and the blue cloud lies the ’green valley,’ where very
few galaxies exist. Figure 1.1, taken from Faber et al. (2007), shows a simple schematic of the
galaxy color-mass diagram.
In nearby galaxies, the light-weighted stellar ages of star-forming and quiescent galaxies have
been found to correlate with galaxy mass (e.g., Gallazzi et al., 2005; Mateus et al., 2006). Low-
mass galaxies are typically dominated by young stellar populations, while massive galaxies are
old. The trend of increasing light-weighted age with increasing mass is already well established at
z = 0.7 (Gallazzi et al., 2014); the most massive galaxies in the Gallazzi et al. (2014) study at this
so-called intermediate redshift generally contain the oldest stellar populations. The behavior of the
age-versus-mass relation for even higher-redshift galaxies, such as the cluster galaxies at the focus
1
Figure 1.1: Schematic of galaxy color-mass diagram showing the blue cloud, the red sequence,
and possible galaxy evolutionary tracks (Faber et al., 2007). Black arrows show galaxies migrating
from the blue cloud to the red sequence through some unspecified quenching process during major
mergers. White arrows show galaxies evolving along the red sequence through gas-poor, or "dry,"
mergers and aging of the stellar populations.
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of this study, is a fascinating question.
In the local Universe, the color-magnitude diagram is characterized by a strong red sequence,
which hosts galaxies with low star formation rates, very little cold gas, and usually high masses
(Kauffmann et al., 2003). A population of these red, quiescent galaxies has even been observed
out to z ∼ 2, about 3.3 Gyr after the big bang (e.g., Labbé et al., 2005; Daddi et al., 2005; Cassata
et al., 2008; Kriek et al., 2008; Brammer et al., 2009). Remarkably, since z ∼ 1 the galaxy color-
magnitude diagram has changed rapidly; the colors of the blue cloud have become redder and the
number density of blue luminous galaxies has fallen, while there has been a drastic increase in
stellar mass on the red sequence (e.g., Bell et al., 2004; Brown et al., 2007; Faber et al., 2007) and
a corresponding increase in number density of massive quiescent galaxies (Muzzin et al., 2013a;
Moustakas et al., 2013; Ilbert et al., 2013; Brammer et al., 2011; Borch et al., 2006). This dramatic
growth of the red galaxy population has proven to be an enduring problem in astronomy, making
the study of passive galaxies at all redshifts very important. It is likely that both galaxy mergers
and star formation quenching in a fraction of the blue galaxies have likely been driving the radical
evolution in the color-magnitude diagram (Bell et al., 2004; Faber et al., 2007).
The study of galaxy clusters in particular is vital to solving the problem of rapid red sequence
growth from high redshifts to today. Galaxy clusters are the largest gravitationally-bound structures
in the Universe. Many researchers consider them test beds for understanding the mechanisms by
which star formation is quenched. Because the cooling of gas from the intracluster medium is
considered inefficient and the large relative velocities in a cluster prevent merging, most cluster
galaxies that leave the blue cloud never return (Rudnick et al., 2012). Most importantly, measuring
the evolution of galaxies in clusters allows researchers to constrain theoretical models of galaxy
evolution.
Furthermore, it appears that the dense cluster environment does play a role in truncation of star
formation. Newman et al. (2014), in a study of a cluster at z = 1.8, find a high fraction of quenched
systems compared to coeval field galaxies of the same mass. Interestingly, the mean ages of the
quenched galaxies do not differ from the field samples, implying that the specific quenching mech-
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anism, internal or external, that affects a galaxy has no large effect on when truncation actually
occurs. The relative importance of environmentally related processes, such as ram-pressure strip-
ping, gas starvation, and galaxy-galaxy interactions, and internal mechanisms, such as feedback
from supernovae and active galactic nuclei, as they relate to the cessation of star formation is an
area of active research (Newman et al., 2014).
Understanding the entire history of star formation quenching in the field and in clusters helps
to unravel the relative importance of internal and external quenching processes. Consequently,
the high-redshift cluster environment is an attractive target to investigate. The rate of increase
in number density of quiescent galaxies and stellar mass on the red sequence appears most rapid
around z ≥ 1.3 (Newman et al., 2012). Most of the stars in cluster galaxies are forming at these
high redshifts, and many clusters are assembling. Detailed analyses of the stellar populations of
high-redshift red cluster galaxies can help disentangle the processes responsible for the growth of
the red sequence at this point in cosmic history. Due to observational difficulties, only a few galaxy
clusters harboring a red galaxy population at z > 1.6 have been found (e.g., Papovich et al., 2010;
Gobat et al., 2013; Stanford et al., 2012; Zeimann et al., 2012; Muzzin et al., 2013b; Tanaka et al.,
2013; Galametz et al., 2013). This paper focuses on the galaxy cluster at z = 1.62 in Papovich et al.
(2010).
1.2 D(4000) and Dn(4000)
In a galaxy’s spectrum, just blueward of 4000 Å lies what is known as the 4000-Å break (Bruzual
& Charlot, 2003). The break is caused by the accumulation of a large number of metal absorption
lines prominent in cool stars. These lines are nonexistent in young, hot stars because the metals
are ionized. The strength of the 4000-Å break is often measured by a discontinuity index called
D(4000). Originally defined by Bruzual A. (1983), D(4000) is the ratio of the average flux density
Fν in the bands 3750-3950 and 4050-4250 Å. It probes the light-weighted stellar age of a galaxy
and is less affected by extinction than (U-V).
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Figure 1.2: The ranges used for the D(4000) and Dn(4000) indices. The narrower bands used by
Dn(4000) lead to an index that is less sensitive to reddening effects than D(4000). The spectrum
used in this example corresponds to a galaxy with solar metallicity and no dust extinction, 3.0 Gyr
after the end of star formation.
More commonly used in recent studies is Dn(4000), which uses the narrower bands 3850-3950
and 4000-4100 Å and is less sensitive to reddening effects (Balogh et al., 1999). Either index
is a good indicator of recent star formation, since the index increases with age for certain star
formation histories (Hernán-Caballero et al., 2013). It is worth noting that D(4000) and Dn(4000)
are sensitive to metallicity, as they are produced by metallic lines. Figure 1.2 shows the wavelength
ranges used by the index, and Figure 1.3 shows how the indices change with star formation rate
(SFR) for a simple star formation history.
My aim in this project was to measure D(4000) and Dn(4000) for a grid of model galaxies
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measurements. This simple star formation history, in which SFR is constant for a time before
dropping abruptly to zero, was the only model considered in this feasibility study.
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artificially placed at z = 1.62 and determine if the two indices are systematically biased for dif-
ferent star formation histories, ages, metallicities, and optical depths. I explored the random error
associated with different galaxy magnitudes to determine the precision with which D(4000) can be
reconstructed, and I found the uncertainty in average stellar age obtained by measuring D(4000).
1.3 Wide Field Camera 3
The observations relevant to this project were made with Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3), an in-
frared imager aboard the Hubble Space Telescope (HST; Dressel, 2014). WFC3 includes two
infrared grisms for slitless spectroscopy. Slitless spectroscopy, unlike traditional spectroscopy,
does not involve slits which only allow light from small sources to be diffracted. Instead, this
technique spreads each source in a field into its dispersed spectrum. See Figure 1.4, taken from
Brammer et al. (2012), for a demonstration of slitless spesctroscopy using a WFC3 grism. A grism
is a combination of a grating and a prism, resulting in the dispersive effects of the grating being
superimposed on those of the prism. A grism creates a dispersed spectrum, centered on the ob-
ject’s location. Grisms are often useful because they allow flexible combinations of resolution and
wavelength.
The WFC3 grism called G102L, used by my collaborators to observe galaxy cluster IRC
0218A, is capable of observing at wavelengths between 850 and 1140 nm. At z = 1.62, the redshift
of IRC 0218A, the 4000-Å break is contained within this range.
7
Figure 1.4: Demonstration of slitless spectroscopy using a WFC3 grism aboard HST (Brammer
et al., 2012). The observed direct image of a 50” × 28” cutout within the GOODS-South field is
shown in (a), and its corresponding grism panel is shown in (b), with wavelength increasing toward
the right.
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Chapter 2
Methods
2.1 Population Synthesis Model
I built a grid of model galaxies using the GALAXEV package described by Bruzual & Charlot
(2003). Their population synthesis model relies on the fact that the star formation history (SFH)
and other physical parameters of a galaxy affect its observed integrated light, and therefore can be
reconstructed using the galaxy’s spectrum. The model computes the spectral evolution of stellar
populations across a wavelength range from 3200 to 9500 Å at a high resolution of 3 Å and across
a wider wavelength range (91 Å to 160 µm) at a lower resolution based on the library of observed
stellar spectra assembled by Le Borgne et al. (2003). While their model is often applied to model
colors and interpret observed high-resolution galaxy spectra, I used the GALAXEV package to
provide sample spectra of galaxies varying in age and SFH, chemical enrichment, and dust con-
tent. The GALAXEV spectrum of one such galaxy is shown in Figure 2.1. The range of higher
resolution (3200 to 9500 Å) for the model is evident.
Beginning with the stellar spectral library of Le Borgne et al. (2003), the Bruzual & Charlot
(2003) model employs a stellar evolution prescription based on an isochrone synthesis technique
developed by the authors (Charlot & Bruzual, 1991; Bruzual A. & Charlot, 1993). This technique
is based on the idea that a population of stars with any given SFH can be expanded in a series
9
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Figure 2.1: Sample Bruzual & Charlot GALAXEV spectrum for a galaxy 3.0 Gyr after the last
episode of star formation, with solar metallicity and no dust extinction. The range of higher reso-
lution (3200 to 9500 Å) can be observed in the figure.
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of simple stellar populations (SSPs), which are essentially instantaneous starbursts. Assuming
a time-independent initial mass function (IMF), they populate different evolutionary stages along
each isochrone with stars of initial masses distributed according to the IMF. After assigning spectra
to stars according to their evolutionary stages, they add the spectra of the individual stars along
the isochrone to get the SSP’s spectral energy distribution (SED). These SEDs are combined in
accordance with the galaxy’s SFH to obtain the integrated spectrum of the galaxy. The sample
spectra I created for my study all assume a Chabrier (2003) IMF. This is the IMF recommended by
Bruzual & Charlot (2003) because it is physically motivated and provides a better fit to the counts
of low-mass stars and brown dwarfs in the Galactic disk than does a Kroupa (2001) IMF, although
the difference is minor.
Attenuation of starlight by dust in the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) population synthesis model is
parameterized using the physically-motivated prescription of Charlot & Fall (2000). In this pro-
cess, a different effective attenuation optical depth affects stars younger than 0.01 Gyr than affects
stars older than 0.01 Gyr. Optical depth here refers to the number of mean free path lengths along
the line of sight; it is approximately equal to the absorption along the line of sight in magnitudes.
The characteristic age of 0.01 Gyr corresponds to the typical lifetime of a giant molecular ’birth
cloud’. After the giant molecular cloud disperses, the attenuation is due to the galaxy’s diffuse in-
terstellar medium. Therefore, attenuation of photons is much greater for young stellar populations
than it is for older populations. The GALAXEV package accepts values of τV , the total effective
V-band optical depth seen by young stars, to parameterize the dust content of a galaxy.
2.2 aXeSIM: The Slitless Simulation Package
To simulate WFC3 grism observations, I used the aXeSIM software package1 (The aXe Software
Package 2013). The slitless spectroscopy group of the Space Telescope European Coordinating
Facility (ST-ECF) developed this PyRAF module as part of the support for the WFC3 slitless
1aXeSIM information and instructions for use may be found at http://axe-info.stsci.edu/.
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spectroscopy modes (Kümmel, Walsh, & Kuntschner 2010).
The aXeSIM package uses the same configuration and calibration files needed for the reduction
of slitless spectroscopy data with the aXe extraction software. It takes as input a list of descriptions
of simulation objects, including redshifts, flux levels, and image templates, and simulates a slitless
spectral image and a direct image to match the spectral image (if a total passband or filter is
specified). These images are simulations of standard WFC3 slitless observations. Sky background
and random noise (simply readout and photon noise from the background and other objects) can be
added to the output images, as well. The simulation package does not include nonlinear detector
effects, such as saturation.
Figure 2.2 shows a sample z = 1.62 galaxy template spectrum and its corresponding aXeSIM
extracted spectrum, including uncertainty, at a J-band magnitude of 21.0. Similar plots obtained
from observing galaxies at magnitudes of 21.6, 22.2, and 22.8 (the magnitude limit of the study)
can be found in the Appendix. The corresponding direct image and slitless dispersed image for the
galaxy are displayed in Figure 2.3.
2.3 Project Description
This is a feasibility study for the analysis of HST observations of a galaxy cluster at redshift z =
1.62, about 4 Gyr after the Big Bang. The goal is to determine any systematic biases in D(4000)
and Dn(4000) and find the magnitude limit under which a measurement of D(4000) is a reliable
probe of a galaxy’s average stellar age. Researchers are hoping to use D(4000) to constrain the
stellar ages of galaxies in cluster IRC 0218A (also called XMMLSS J02182-05102) and study
galaxy evolution (Tran et al., 2010; Papovich et al., 2010; Rudnick et al., 2012; Lotz et al., 2013).
Figure 2.4, taken from Papovich et al. (2010), gives a false-color image of the cluster.
My collaborators are performing a detailed study of galaxy evolution in IRC 0218A using
HST WFC3 imaging and spectroscopy. This cluster was selected as an overdensity of galaxies at
high redshift based on a Spitzer IRAC (infrared array camera) color selection in which both star-
12
Figure 2.2: Sample galaxy template spectrum and its corresponding aXeSIM extracted spectrum
for a galaxy 3.0 Gyr after the last episode of star formation, with metallicity Z/Z = 0.2 and
no dust extinction. The green line is the intrinsic galaxy spectrum, the blue line is its aXeSIM
one-dimensional extracted spectrum simulated with 10 orbits (about 28 ksec) of HST/WFC3 G102
grism spectroscopy, and the blue shaded region gives the measurement uncertainty in the extracted
spectrum.
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Figure 2.3: Sample galaxy direct image (a) and slitless dispersed image (b) given by aXeSIM for
the same galaxy template used in Figure 2.2. Wavelength increases toward the right in the grism
panel.
forming and quiescent galaxies appear red (Papovich, 2008). Although the selection process had
no dependence on rest-frame color, this cluster has a strong, well-defined red sequence (Papovich
et al., 2010). Interestingly, there also exists a high level of star formation in the cluster core,
indicating that the massive cluster galaxies are still forming many of their stars (Tran et al., 2010).
Because it appears to still be in the process of forming, IRC 0218A is a key cluster for studies
of galaxy evolution. Furthermore, the cluster conveniently offers an abundance of multiwavelength
data (Tran et al., 2010; Papovich et al., 2010; Rudnick et al., 2012; Lotz et al., 2013). Using the
HST WFC3 grism, my collaborators hope to measure accurate redshifts and spectral features for
the red IRC 0218A galaxies out to a J-band magnitude of J(AB) = 22.8 mag, the magnitude limit of
this study. The G102 grism was used because its wavelength coverage contains the 4000 Å break
for galaxies at a redshift of z∼ 1.6. This break is evident, for example, in Figure 2.2, which shows
the extracted simulated spectrum of a galaxy with J(AB) = 21.0 in a 10-orbit G102 observation.
The hope is that measuring D(4000), or alternatively, Dn(4000), will give a meaningful con-
straint on the age of each cluster galaxy’s stellar population. This will allow researchers to study
14
Figure 2.4: 3’ × 3’ false-color image of IRC 0218A (Papovich et al., 2010). This is equivalent
to 1.5 Mpc × 1.5 Mpc at z = 1.62. Blue corresponds to the Suprime-Cam B band, green to the
Suprime-Cam i band, and red to the Spitzer 4.5 µm band. The white bar shows a distance of 0.7
Mpc at z = 1.62.
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how the average stellar age in these galaxies varies as a function of other galaxy properties such
as mass, dust, and location in the cluster. Comparing these trends to those of nearby galaxies
and to high-redshift field galaxies will provide valuable science, if D(4000) is indeed a reliable
measure of stellar population age at a redshift of z = 1.62. For example, a correlation between
stellar population age and stellar mass has been observed for nearby galaxies (e.g., Gallazzi et al.,
2005; Mateus et al., 2006). Do galaxies follow the same trend in such high-redshift clusters as IRC
0218A? Do field galaxies at that redshift follow a different relation? Do star forming galaxies in
the cluster environment exhibit a similar correlation? These are all questions that can be tackled by
the HST analysis of this cluster. Ultimately, this work could also contribute to the determination
of whether massive galaxies stop star formation for different reasons than low-mass galaxies.
This feasibility study serves to check for systematic biases in D(4000) and Dn(4000) and deter-
mine down to what magnitude a D(4000) measurement is reasonably precise at a redshift of z∼ 1.6
using HST’s WFC3/G102L infrared grism so that researchers can begin to answer the above ques-
tions. Although most galaxy studies exclusively use Dn(4000) as of this writing because it is less
susceptible to dust extinction, the lower signal-to-noise inherent in the measurement may prove
to be a substantial disadvantage at these magnitudes. A grid of model galaxies was constructed
using the GALAXEV package by varying several parameters: the metallicity, dust extinction, and
a time parameter that folds in star formation history (SFH) and age. Two metallicities covering
a wide range were considered: Z/Z = 0.2 and Z/Z = 1.0. Since the GALAXEV model does
not include recycling, all stars form at that metallicity. Dust extinction was parameterized by τV ,
the total effective V-band optical depth seen by young stars according to the simple prescription
of Charlot & Fall (2000). The birth cloud optical depths considered were τV = 0.0, τV = 1.0, τV =
2.0, and τV = 3.0. The time parameter is slightly more involved. All galaxies in the grid of models
were formed at z ∼ 9 and were given one continuous burst of star formation during which stars
form at a constant rate for a set amount of time varying from 0.5 to 3.5 Gyr, when star formation
is abruptly dropped to zero. Each galaxy was then permitted to evolve passively until 3.5 Gyr after
star formation began, at which time the spectrum was "observed" at z = 1.62 using aXeSIM. The
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Figure 2.5: Simple schematic of sample SFHs considered in the grid of template galaxies, with the
t parameter labelled. A 1 Gyr burst of star formation, corresponding to t = 2.5 Gyr, is given in (a);
a 2 Gyr burst of star formation, corresponding to t = 1.5 Gyr, is shown in (b).
variable t, which gives the time between star formation ending and the observation, in this way
combines SFH and stellar population age. Figure 2.5 shows a simple schematic of the t parameter
for clarification.
A range of galaxy magnitudes in the cluster is of course expected, so the magnitude of the
galaxies simulated was also varied. To match the actual observations, aXeSIM was used to simulate
observations of galaxies at z = 1.62 with 10 orbits (about 28 ksec) of HST/WFC3 G102 grism
spectroscopy. The magnitudes I considered varied from J(AB) = 21.0 mag to the study’s magnitude
limit of J(AB) = 22.8 mag. Varying each of the parameters separately gives a total of 224 unique
simulated galaxies to analyze.
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Armed with this grid of model galaxies, I calculated the strength of the 4000 Å break for each
galaxy and compared the results to the D(4000) and Dn(4000) measurements for the extracted
spectra obtained using aXeSIM. My aim was to determine whether D(4000) or Dn(4000) includes
less systematic biases and whether this could be described as a function of stellar age, dust extinc-
tion, metallicity, or magnitude.
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Chapter 3
Results
3.1 Model Galaxy Spectra
The GALAXEV spectra for all galaxies in the grid of models were first plotted and normalized to
22.8 mag at 1250 nm, corresponding to the J-band magnitude limit of the study, and any differences
in the spectra were noted. Figure 3.1 shows trends in metallicity, using Z/Z = 0.2 and Z/Z =
1.0. For illustration purposes, only the spectra of a young (t = 0.0 Gyr) and an old (t = 3.0 Gyr)
model galaxy with τV = 0 are shown in the figure. The plots corresponding to all optical depths
and ages can be found in the Appendix. In all cases, there is very little difference in the spectra
for Z/Z = 0.2 and Z/Z = 1.0. Each Z/Z = 1.0 spectrum clearly shows a larger 4000 Å break
than its corresponding Z/Z = 0.2 spectrum, and this result holds for all values of τV . This makes
sense; metal absorption lines are responsible for the 4000 Å break, so a galaxy containing more
metal-rich stars should show a stronger 4000 Å break in its spectrum. We expect the differences
between Z/Z = 0.2 and Z/Z = 1.0 galaxy spectra to increase with increasing age because over
time, a galaxy’s spectrum becomes less dominated by hot, massive stars with ionized metals (and
therefore no metal absorption lines) and becomes more dominated by cool stars with noticeable
metal lines. Figure 3.1 does illustrate this trend.
Next, the entire grid of model galaxies was run through aXeSIM. A direct image, grism dis-
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Figure 3.1: Bruzual & Charlot GALAXEV spectra, normalized at an observed wavelength of 1250
nm, for several galaxies in the grid of templates with no dust extinction. The effect of metallicity
Z on a galaxy’s spectrum is being investigated. Although differences between Z/Z = 0.2 and
Z/Z = 1.0 are minor, these differences generally increase with average stellar age, and galaxies
with higher metallicity exhibit stronger 4000 Å breaks. Gray shaded regions mark the Dn(4000)
wavelength ranges. The two plots correspond to values of t: (a) t = 0.0 Gyr, and (b) t = 3.0 Gyr.
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persed image, and one-dimensional extracted spectrum was simulated for all 224 combinations of
magnitude, metallicity, dust, and stellar age/SFH. Figure 3.2 shows the aXeSIM extracted spectra
of the same template galaxies displayed in Figure 3.1, ’observed’ at a J-band magnitude of 21.0.
Again, only these four galaxies are shown for simplicity; the remaining plots can be found in the
Appendix. At this brightness, the Z/Z = 1.0 extracted spectra clearly have a larger 4000 Å break
than the Z/Z = 0.2 spectra, as observed in the galaxy templates. The very minor differences
between spectra at the two metal abundances become more pronounced with increasing age.
Plots similar to those shown in Figure 3.1 explore the effect of attenuation optical depth on
GALAXEV galaxy spectra (see Figure 3.3). It is clear that the effect of changing τV is extremely
small. Varying the dust extinction has by far the largest effect on the spectra at t = 0.0 Gyr, but
there is almost no difference in the spectra due to extinction once the giant molecular birth clouds
disperse 0.01 Gyr after star formation ends. In fact, the birth clouds disperse quickly enough that
there is very little effect on D(4000) even at t = 0.0 Gyr. For simplicity, only the spectra of a few
galaxies with solar metallicity are shown here; the remaining plots can be found in the Appendix.
The aXeSIM extracted spectra of the same template galaxies shown in Figure 3.3, again simu-
lated at J(AB) = 21.0 mag, can be found in Figure 3.4. See the Appendix for more plots showing
the effect of varying τV in aXeSIM spectra. As was the case with the Bruzual & Charlot template
galaxies, there are very small observable differences between the galaxy spectra corresponding to
τV = 0.0 and τV = 3.0 at t = 0.0 Gyr, but by t = 3.0 Gyr these differences have all but vanished.
By far the most influential parameter on a galaxy’s intrinsic spectrum is t, which intertwines
SFH and average stellar age. Figure 3.5 illustrates the effect of varying t on GALAXEV galaxy
spectra. Plots corresponding to all extinctions can be found in the Appendix; only those galaxies
with no dust extinction are shown in this figure. For the simple SFHs I gave the galaxies in the grid
of models, it makes sense that D(4000) increases with increasing t, since stellar age is precisely
what D(4000) is expected to constrain. The largest jump in D(4000) occurs between the t = 0.0
Gyr spectrum and the t = 0.5 Gyr spectrum because most of the hot, massive stars containing
ionized metals die in this time frame. At t = 0.0 Gyr, galaxy spectra are still dominated by light
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Figure 3.2: Extracted aXeSIM spectra, normalized at an observed wavelength of 1250 nm, for
a 10-orbit HST observation for the same galaxies presented in Figure 3.1. The small effect of
metallicity Z on a galaxy’s spectrum can be observed. Although differences between Z/Z =
0.2 and Z/Z = 1.0 are minor, these differences generally increase with average stellar age, and
galaxies with higher metallicity exhibit stronger 4000 Å breaks. Gray shaded regions mark the
Dn(4000) wavelength ranges. The two plots correspond to values of t: (a) t = 0.0 Gyr, and (b)
t = 3.0 Gyr.
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Figure 3.3: Bruzual & Charlot GALAXEV spectra, normalized at an observed wavelength of 1250
nm, for several galaxies in the grid of templates with solar metallicity. The effect of dust extinction
on a galaxy’s spectrum is being investigated. Higher values of τV correspond to more extinction by
dust. After the giant molecular birth clouds disperse 0.01 Gyr after star formation ends, the minor
spectral differences caused by τV virtually disappear. Gray shaded regions mark the Dn(4000)
wavelength ranges. The two plots correspond to values of t: (a) t = 0.0 Gyr, and (b) t = 3.0 Gyr.
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Figure 3.4: Extracted aXeSIM spectra, normalized at an observed wavelength of 1250 nm, for
a 10-orbit HST observation for the same galaxies presented in Figure 3.3. The extremely small
effect on a galaxy’s spectrum of varying τV can be observed at t = 0.0 Gyr, but there appear to be
no obvious differences at t = 3.0 Gyr. Gray shaded regions mark the Dn(4000) wavelength ranges.
The two plots correspond to values of t: (a) t = 0.0 Gyr, and (b) t = 3.0 Gyr.
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from these massive stars with few metal absorption lines, and D(4000) is small. The strength of
the 4000 Å break increases dramatically by t = 0.5 Gyr, when cool, less massive stars with strong
metal lines in their spectra have come to dominate the integrated galaxy spectra. This trend is
visible in Figure 3.5 at both metallicities.
Figure 3.6 shows the one-dimensional extracted spectra corresponding to the galaxy templates
displayed in Figure 3.5, ’observed’ at a J-band magnitude of 21.0. Plots showing the remaining
extinction values can be found in the Appendix. At this magnitude, rough changes in the strength
of the 4000 Å break with increasing t can be seen, especially between the t = 0.0 Gyr spectrum
and the t = 0.5 Gyr spectrum, where the largest jump in the template spectra also occurs.
3.2 D(4000) Measurements
Once all GALAXEV template spectra and aXeSIM one-dimensional extracted spectra for my grid
of template galaxies were obtained, I measured the strength of the 4000 Å break for each of them
using both D(4000) and Dn(4000). For the SFHs I specified in the model galaxies, both indices
should increase monotonically with age. This is true for part (a) of Figure 3.7, which shows
the actual D(4000) and Dn(4000) values for galaxies with Z/Z = 1.0 and τV = 0. Since in
general the galaxy spectra exhibit increasing flux toward larger wavelengths near the 4000 Å break,
the D(4000) measurement is consistently higher than Dn(4000). This relation holds at all four
magnitudes I used, shown in parts (b) through (e) of Figure 3.7. It is clear from this figure that
although we still see a general increasing trend at each magnitude, even at a brightness of 21.0 mag
the D(4000) and Dn(4000) measurements are not monotonically increasing due to random error in
the observations. This is likely a unique result to each particular aXeSIM ’observation’ and we can
expect the dips in the measured D(4000) versus t plots to occur at different t values in subsequent
simulations.
It is interesting to look at trends of the intrinsic D(4000) and Dn(4000) values for galaxies with
different metallicities and dust extinctions. Figure 3.8 gives the D(4000) and Dn(4000) measure-
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Figure 3.5: Bruzual & Charlot GALAXEV spectra, normalized at an observed wavelength of 1250
nm, for all galaxies in the grid of models with no dust extinction. The effect on a galaxy’s spectrum
of varying my t parameter is being investigated. Higher values of t correspond to a shorter period of
constant star formation and a longer elapsed time since star formation ended. It is evident that the
strength of the 4000 Å break increases with increasing t, with the largest jump occurring between
the t = 0.0 Gyr spectrum and the t = 0.5 Gyr spectrum. Gray shaded regions mark the Dn(4000)
wavelength ranges. The two plots correspond to different metal abundances: (a) Z/Z = 0.2, and
(b) Z/Z = 1.0.
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Figure 3.6: Extracted aXeSIM spectra, normalized at an observed wavelength of 1250 nm, for
a 10-orbit HST observation for all galaxies in the grid of models with no dust extinction. The
noticeable effect on a galaxy’s spectrum of varying my t parameter can be observed. Higher values
of t correspond to a shorter period of constant star formation and a longer elapsed time since star
formation ended. The largest jump in the strength of the 4000 Å break is visible between the t = 0.0
Gyr spectrum and the t = 0.5 Gyr spectrum, but D(4000) and Dn(4000) continue to increase as
the stellar population ages. Gray shaded regions mark the Dn(4000) wavelength ranges. The two
plots correspond to different metal abundances: (a) Z/Z = 0.2, and (b) Z/Z = 1.0.
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
(e) 
Figure 3.7: D(4000) and Dn(4000) measurements for galaxies with Z/Z = 1.0 and τV = 0. The
plots correspond to the magnitudes I used in my grid of models: (a) Bruzual & Charlot GALAXEV
galaxy templates, (b) J(AB) = 21.0 mag, (c) J(AB) = 21.6 mag, (d) J(AB) = 22.2 mag, and (e)
J(AB) = 22.8 mag. All simulations correspond to a 10-orbit HST observation. Due to increased
random error, the accuracy and precision of the D(4000) and Dn(4000) measurements worsens as
galaxy brightness decreases.
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ment values as a function of age at all combinations of Z/Z and τV . D(4000) is always higher
than Dn(4000). Due to the reddening effect of τV , both D(4000) and Dn(4000) increase slightly
with increasing dust extinction, but it is also true that Dn(4000) is less affected by dust than is
D(4000). Both indices also increase with metallicity because the 4000 Å is, in fact, caused by a
buildup of metal absorption lines prominent in cool stars just blueward of 4000 Å.
3.3 Systematic Errors
By first looking at the infinite signal-to-noise case, we can gain an understanding of potential
systematic biases in the D(4000) and Dn(4000) measurements for the galaxy models. I compared
the measured values for the two indices to their intrinsic values for each galaxy and plotted the
result against the stellar population parameters Z, τV , and t. Some of these plots can be found
in the Appendix, but a few representative figures are displayed here. Figure 3.9 is an example of
D(4000) and Dn(4000) measurement accuracies for two galaxies identical in every way except
metallicity. By exploring many similar plots, I concluded that varying metallicity has no effect
on whether D(4000) or Dn(4000) is consistently higher or lower than the intrinsic spectrum’s
corresponding measurement. There is no obvious trend in metallicity that is consistent across
multiple parameter sets. I performed this experiment at four different magnitudes, revealing that
the measured D(4000) and Dn(4000) indices, with their respective systematic uncertainties, are
always within 5% of the intrinsic values for J-band magnitudes of 21.6 and brighter. The D(4000)
and Dn(4000) measurements are always within 10% of their intrinsic values for J(AB) = 22.2 mag
and nearly always within 10% at J(AB) = 22.8 mag.
Figure 3.10 tells a very similar story. The four galaxies used in this illustrative plot are identical
except in optical depth τV . As with the metallicity, there are no noticeable trends in dust extinction
that remain consistent across multiple parameter sets. Varying τV appears to have little to no
biasing effect on either D(4000) or Dn(4000). This is expected, since the Bruzual & Charlot
galaxy template spectra were also relatively unaffected by varying τV .
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Figure 3.8: Intrinsic D(4000) and Dn(4000) values for all metallicities, extinctions, and t values
I varied in Bruzual & Charlot’s GALAXEV package to create the grid of template galaxies. The
attenuation optical depth represented in the plots changes from τV = 0 to τV = 3 from the top to
the bottom of each column, and the metallicity varies from Z/Z = 0.2 to Z/Z = 1.0 from the
left to the right of each row. Each D(4000) measurement is represented by a blue dot, and green
dots correspond to Dn(4000) measurements. Both indices increase with increasing dust extinction
and metallicity. D(4000) is more sensitive to dust than is Dn(4000).
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Figure 3.9: The measured D(4000) (or Dn(4000)) value divided by the intrinsic D(4000)
(Dn(4000)) measurement for two galaxies with infinite signal-to-noise measurements, an opti-
cal depth of τV = 1.0, and 1.0 Gyr since the abrupt end of star formation. The black dotted lines
correspond to a 1% difference from unity, and the red dotted lines correspond to a 2% difference.
For these template galaxies at Z/Z = 0.2 and Z/Z = 1.0, all four measurements fall within 1%
of unity. There are no obvious metallicity biases in the strength of the 4000 Å break.
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Figure 3.10: The measured D(4000) (or Dn(4000)) value divided by the intrinsic D(4000)
(Dn(4000)) measurement for four galaxies with infinite signal-to-noise measurements, a metal
abundance of Z/Z = 0.2, and 0.5 Gyr since star formation ended. The black dotted lines corre-
spond to a 1% difference from unity, and the red dotted lines correspond to a 2% difference. For
these four galaxies with varying levels of dust extinction, all measurements fall within 1% of unity.
There appear to be no observable biases in the strength of the 4000 Å break with varying τV .
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Potential biases of D(4000) and Dn(4000) with varying t were also investigated. Figure 3.11
shows one example of the plots comparing the measured D(4000) index to the intrinsic D(4000)
index. Again, no observable patterns across multiple parameter sets appeared in the figures. Since
there are no strong trends with average stellar age, as with the other parameters, there is no need to
apply a correction in measuring the strength of the 4000 Å break in real cluster galaxies at z∼ 1.6.
3.4 Random Errors
Random uncertainties in aXeSIM’s one-dimensional extracted spectra are caused by readout and
photon noise from sky background and from objects in the image. The noise corresponding to the
aXeSIM observations at each magnitude can be visualized in Figure 3.12. The plots show a Bruzual
& Charlot GALAXEV template spectrum, its aXeSIM extracted spectrum, and the uncertainty
in the extracted spectrum at each magnitude used in this feasibility study. The brightest cluster
galaxies we observe in IRC 0218A, at around J(AB) = 21.0 mag, have an uncertainty in flux of
∼ 5% per pixel, while the faintest cluster galaxies, at the study’s magnitude limit of J(AB) = 22.8
mag, have a ∼ 25% flux uncertainty. Since it is obvious from the previous section that systematic
errors have a minimal effect on the D(4000) and Dn(4000) measurements, my goal was to quantify
the effect of these random errors on the reliability of D(4000).
I compared the measured values for D(4000) and Dn(4000) to their intrinsic values for each
galaxy and plotted the result against magnitude to gain a better understanding of how random
uncertainties affect these measurements. All the plots can be found in the Appendix, but one
representative plot is displayed in Figure 3.13. The D(4000) and Dn(4000) measurements are
almost always within 10% and often within 5% of their intrinsic values at all magnitudes I used
in the feasibility study. The only two exceptions occurred when J(AB) = 22.8 mag; the measured
value of D(4000) differed from its true value by greater than 10% at τV = 3.0, Z/Z = 0.2, and
t = 0.5, and the measured value of Dn(4000) differed from its true value by greater than 10% at
τV = 3.0, Z/Z = 0.2, and t = 0.0. Overall, there were no noticeable trends with magnitude in
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Figure 3.11: The measured D(4000) (or Dn(4000)) value divided by the intrinsic D(4000)
(Dn(4000)) measurement for seven galaxies with infinite signal-to-noise measurements, a metal
abundance of Z/Z = 0.2, and an optical depth of τV = 2.0. The black dotted lines correspond
to a 1% difference from unity, and the red dotted lines correspond to a 2% difference. For these
galaxies with varying times t since star formation ended, all measurements fall within 2% of unity.
No age biases in the strength of the 4000 Å break were observed.
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Figure 3.12: Bruzual & Charlot GALAXEV galaxy template spectrum, aXeSIM extracted spec-
trum for a 10-orbit HST observation, and uncertainty in the extracted spectrum at each magnitude
used in the feasibility study. The effect of these random errors on the reliability of D(4000), or
equivalently, Dn(4000), is the end goal of this study. The green line in each plot represents the
intrinsic spectrum of a galaxy with metallicity Z/Z = 0.2, attenuation optical depth τV = 0.0, and
elapsed time since the end of star formation t = 3. This spectrum is identical in all four plots. The
blue line gives the aXeSIM one-dimensional extracted spectrum, with a measurement uncertainty
shown by the black line on the bottom of each plot. The magnitudes represented in the plots are,
from top to bottom, J(AB) = 21.0 mag, J(AB) = 21.6 mag, J(AB) = 22.2 mag, and J(AB) = 22.8
mag.
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D(4000)measured/D(4000)actual that remained regular across multiple parameter sets. In addition,
neither D(4000) nor Dn(4000) were consistently high or low.
For a subset of the galaxies in my grid of Bruzual & Charlot GALAXEV template galaxy
spectra, I plotted the uncertainties in D(4000) and Dn(4000) against magnitude to see how much a
change in magnitude from J(AB) = 21.0 to J(AB) = 22.8 changes the uncertainty. The uncertainty
in D(4000) or, equivalently, Dn(4000), is always greater at fainter magnitudes due to random
error. The random errors associated with the Dn(4000) measurement are always greater than those
of the D(4000) because Dn(4000) uses a smaller wavelength range. I found that increasing the
metal abundance of a galaxy’s stars, aging its stellar population, and increasing the amount of
extinction by dust all lead to slightly higher uncertainties. Figures 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16 illustrate
these observations for a few galaxies; the remaining figures can be found in the Appendix.
To gain a better understanding of the effect of magnitude on D(4000) measurement uncertainty,
I plotted the percent uncertainty in D(4000) against the same four magnitudes used in this feasi-
bility study. The percent error increases with magnitude as expected, and Dn(4000) measurements
always have higher percent uncertainties than their corresponding D(4000) measurements. The
error is within 10% uncertainty at all magnitudes for all the parameter sets I considered, and it is
always within 5% uncertainty for galaxies with J-band magnitudes of 21.6 or brighter. The same
trends as above were observed; increasing metallicity, stellar population age, and extinction by
dust all lead to slightly raised percent uncertainties. Since these tendencies are more exaggerated
in Figures 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16, I did not choose to include any plots presenting the percent uncer-
tainty of D(4000) here. For the curious, these plots are presented in the Appendix for a subset of
the galaxies in the grid of models.
The ultimate goal of this feasibility study was to determine the conditions under which a mea-
surement of the D(4000) index reliably constrains the average stellar age of a galaxy at z ∼ 1.6
using HST’s WFC3 grism. With this in mind, I used a simple linear interpolation technique to
establish the effect of an uncertainty in D(4000) on our interpretation of a galaxy’s stellar age.
Figure 3.17 provides a useful schematic using Dn(4000) with a particular example of one such
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Figure 3.13: The measured D(4000) (or Dn(4000)) value divided by the intrinsic D(4000)
(Dn(4000)) measurement for four galaxies with a metal abundance of Z/Z = 1.0, an optical
depth of τV = 1.0, and a time t = 2.5 Gyr since the end of star formation. The black dotted lines
correspond to a 5% difference from unity, and the red dotted lines correspond to a 10% difference.
For these four galaxies, all measurements, with their uncertainties, fall within 5% of unity. All
simulations correspond to a 10-orbit HST observation. No magnitude biases in the strength of the
4000 Å break were observed.
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 3.14: Uncertainties ∆D(4000) in D(4000) and Dn(4000) plotted against the magnitudes
considered in the feasibility study. ∆D(4000) always rises at fainter magnitudes, and the uncer-
tainty in Dn(4000) is always greater than that of D(4000). The galaxies represented in plots (a) and
(b) have identical dust extinctions and average stellar ages, but differ in metallicity. An increased
metal abundance leads to higher uncertainties in D(4000) and Dn(4000).
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 3.15: Uncertainties ∆D(4000) in D(4000) and Dn(4000) plotted against a range of magni-
tudes expected in the observations. ∆D(4000) increases at faint magnitudes, and the uncertainty
in Dn(4000) is always greater than that of D(4000). The galaxies represented in plots (a) and (b)
have identical metal abundances and average stellar ages, but differ in dust extinction. Increased
dust extinction leads to higher uncertainties in D(4000) and Dn(4000).
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(b) 
(a) 
(c) 
Figure 3.16: Uncertainties ∆D(4000) in D(4000) and Dn(4000) plotted against the same four
magnitudes considered. ∆D(4000) always increases at fainter magnitudes, and the uncertainty in
Dn(4000) is consistently greater than that of D(4000). The galaxies represented in plots (a), (b),
and (c) have identical metal abundances dust extinctions, but differ in average stellar age. Increased
t leads to higher uncertainties in D(4000) and Dn(4000).
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Figure 3.17: Diagram demonstrating how uncertainty in age ∆t was calculated. The Dn(4000) ver-
sus t plot corresponding to the galaxy’s metallicity and dust extinction was first described using a
piecewise function of linear interpolations between data points. Then, the uncertainty in Dn(4000)
was matched to a range in average stellar ages ∆t as shown in the schematic.
calculation. I began with a plot of the intrinsic Dn(4000) value versus age t, and I described the
relationship roughly using a piecewise linear function. I then found the range in t spanned by the
uncertainty in Dn(4000) according to my linear interpolations between Dn(4000) data points. It is
clear that D(4000) is not very sensitive to average stellar age after about 1 Gyr, so high values age
uncertainty are expected. Since there are no major systematic biases, I only considered a subset of
the model galaxies: those with τV = 0.0 and Z/Z = 1.0.
All stellar age uncertainty plots for galaxies with dust extinction τV = 0.0 and metallicity
Z/Z = 1.0 but different values of t are found in Figure 3.18. The uncertainty in age ∆t at a
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particular age always rises at fainter magnitudes. In general, the uncertainty at each magnitude
increases with the t parameter. Furthermore, Dn(4000) leads to higher age uncertainties than does
D(4000).
Even more useful is the percent uncertainty in average stellar age calculated using the strength
of the 4000 Å break. Figure 3.19 shows the percent uncertainty in age corresponding to the six plots
in Figure 3.18. As before, an increase in percent uncertainty is observed with fainter magnitudes,
but now the increase in percent uncertainty is associated with decreasing age. The Dn(4000) index
always leads to higher percent uncertainties than does the D(4000) index. Unfortunately, these
plots prove that it is difficult to precisely constrain stellar age using the 4000 Å break alone at
the magnitudes expected in the HST observations. Any galaxy at the study’s magnitude limit of
J(AB) = 22.8 mag will have an uncertainty in age of around 100% or higher. The galaxies I
considered at J(AB) = 22.2 mag all had greater than 50% uncertainties, as well. A measurement
of the strength of the 4000 Å break could potentially be useful at magnitudes of ∼21.6 or brighter;
the model galaxies in this feasibility study gave an error in age of about 50% at J(AB) = 21.6 mag
and less than 50% at J(AB) = 21.0 mag. It is worth noting that these uncertainties are only valid
for the particular SFH I used in my models; the error in age is even greater without knowing the
SFH of the galaxies. At the very least, my collaborators should be able to use the 4000 Å break to
tell the difference between a galaxy with an old stellar population and a galaxy containing young
stars for sufficiently bright galaxies.
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
(e) (f) 
Figure 3.18: Stellar age uncertainty plots for τV = 0.0 and Z/Z = 1.0. Age uncertainties are
calculated using the method demonstrated in Figure 3.17. The value of ∆t increases at fainter
magnitudes for a fixed stellar population age; it also increases for older stellar populations at a
fixed magnitude. Using Dn(4000) always gives higher age uncertainties than using D(4000) gives.
The six plots correspond to values of t: (a) t = 0.5 Gyr, (b) t = 1.0 Gyr, (c) t = 1.5 Gyr, (d) t = 2.0
Gyr, (e) t = 2.5 Gyr, and (f) t = 3.0 Gyr.
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(c) (d) 
(e) (f) 
Figure 3.19: Stellar age percent uncertainty plots for τV = 0.0 and Z/Z = 1.0. Age uncertain-
ties are calculated using the method demonstrated in Figure 3.17. The value of ∆t/t increases
at fainter magnitudes and increases at larger values of t. Dotted lines at 50% uncertainty and
100% uncertainty help prove the difficulty of accurately constraining stellar age using D(4000) at
these magnitudes. Although uncertainties are too high to be useful for the J(AB) = 22.2 mag and
J(AB) = 22.8 mag galaxies, the strength of the 4000 Å break could potentially be measured to get
a general idea of stellar population age at magnitudes around J(AB) = 21.6 mag or brighter. The
six plots correspond to values of t: (a) t = 0.5 Gyr, (b) t = 1.0 Gyr, (c) t = 1.5 Gyr, (d) t = 2.0 Gyr,
(e) t = 2.5 Gyr, and (f) t = 3.0 Gyr.
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Chapter 4
Discussion and Limitations
The first goal of this feasibility study was to measure D(4000) and Dn(4000) for simulated obser-
vations of a grid of Bruzual & Charlot model galaxies at z = 1.62 and determine if the two indices
are systematically biased for different SFHs, ages, metallicities, and optical depths. No major bi-
ases were observed by varying t, which combines SFH and time since star formation ended, the
attenuation optical depth τV , and the metallicity Z. In particular, varying τV caused almost no
change in a galaxy’s spectrum because I utilized Bruzual & Charlot’s two-part attenuation model,
described in Section 2.1, instead of a simple dust screen. Although Bruzual & Charlot’s ’birth
cloud’ optical depth is physically motivated, the giant molecular birth clouds disperse so suddenly
that varying τV has virtually no effect, even when t = 0. Once the birth clouds disperse, there is
almost no extinction difference between galaxies with different values of τV ; this can be seen in
plots of the intrinsic template galaxy spectra. A different dust model might serve my purposes by
allowing me to better understand the effect of dust extinction on a galaxy’s spectrum, the strength
of its 4000 Å break, and ultimately the percent error in average stellar age calculated using the
Dn(4000) index.
To gain a general idea of biases in D(4000) and Dn(4000) with age, I varied a parameter
called t, described in Section 2.3, that intertwines SFH and time elapsed since the end of star
formation. In determining the properties of real galaxies, the effect of stellar age and SFH on
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spectra would have to be disentangled. This is complicated by the fact that my results only apply
for the simple SFH model given in Section 2.3; excluding our knowledge of SFH would cause
even greater uncertainties in stellar age found with Dn(4000). However, the general results of my
feasibility study, that systematic biases in Dn(4000) with age and SFH are negligible and that ages
can be precisely constrained for only the brightest galaxies at z ∼ 1.6 due to random error, are still
useful for high-redshift clusters observed using the WFC3 prisms aboard HST.
There were very few systematic effects in the D(4000) and Dn(4000) indices across the pa-
rameter space considered in my grid of model galaxies. The D(4000) offset with respect to
the intrinsic spectrum’s D(4000) measurement is very small and does not depend on age/SFH,
dust extinction, or metallicity. Instead, random error, associated with simulating observations of
galaxies at different magnitudes, played the largest role in determining the precision with which
D(4000) and Dn(4000) can be reconstructed and the associated uncertainty in average stellar age
obtained by measuring the strength of the 4000 Å break. Plotting the percent error in D(4000) and
Dn(4000) revealed that the error is within 5% uncertainty for galaxies with J-band magnitudes of
21.6 or brighter and within 10% uncertainty for magnitudes up to the study’s magnitude limit of
J(AB) = 22.8 mag. The percent error in average stellar age calculated from a D(4000) or Dn(4000)
measurement, however, does not enjoy the same accuracy. Only those galaxies with a magnitude
of 21.6 or brighter have errors within ∼50% uncertainty.
The measurement uncertainties inherent in the aXeSIM one-dimensional extracted galaxy spec-
tra lead to uncertainties in D(4000) and Dn(4000) measurements for these galaxies, which in turn
correspond to large uncertainties in average stellar age since neither D(4000) nor Dn(4000) has
much sensitivity to age after about 1 Gyr. The calculated uncertainties in age for this feasibil-
ity study, which mostly taken into consideration the random component of error, become even
larger if SFH is unknown. It is therefore very difficult to accurately constrain a galaxy’s average
stellar age using a measurement of the D(4000) index. For the galaxies in my grid of models,
a magnitude of J(AB) = 22.8 mag corresponds to an uncertainty in age of greater than ∼100%,
J(AB) = 22.2 mag to an uncertainty of greater than ∼50%, J(AB) = 21.6 mag to an uncertainty of
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∼50%, and J(AB) = 21.0 mag (the brightest galaxy magnitude expected in the HST observations
of IRC 0218A) to an uncertainty of less than ∼50%. This means that Dn(4000) alone cannot be
used to reconstruct stellar age in galaxies with magnitudes greater than about 21.6, but Dn(4000)
may at least be able to distinguish between a young (∼0.5 Gyr) and an old (∼3.0 Gyr) stellar pop-
ulation in the brightest galaxies. Had I considered asymmetric error bars in reconstructed stellar
age, rather than symmetric error bars only (yielding ∆t), our ability to determine age would be
improved. Furthermore, if multiple galaxies are stacked in bins of magnitude or fit simultaneously
using a library of model galaxy templates, the sample as a whole might have reasonable uncer-
tainties, allowing researchers to look for trends of stellar age with other galaxy parameters. At the
very least, other spectral features sensitive to age, in addition to Dn(4000), could be considered in
galaxies too faint to use Dn(4000) alone. For example, the Hδ absorption line is sensitive to age
and falls within our grism spectral range.
There appears to be no major difference in stellar age percent uncertainty between using
D(4000) and Dn(4000). D(4000) will always have less random noise than Dn(4000) for a sin-
gle measurement, but it is also more susceptible to dust and will therefore always be more biased
than Dn(4000). Therefore, Dn(4000), even with its slightly less precise constraint on stellar age,
can be used in studies where the small difference in error does not drastically affect the result.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions
The goal of this project was three-fold: determine if D(4000) and Dn(4000), commonly used
probes for the light-weighted stellar age of galaxies, are systematically biased for different SFHs,
ages, metallicities, and optical depths; determine the precision with which D(4000) can be recon-
structed for galaxies at a range of magnitudes; and analyze the uncertainty in average stellar age,
obtained by using the strength of the 4000 Å break, to find the conditions under which a measure-
ment of D(4000) is a reliable probe of a stellar population’s age. This is ultimately a feasibility
study for the analysis of HST observations of galaxy cluster IRC 0218A, at a redshift of z = 1.62.
The results will be useful for observations of any galaxies at a redshift around z ∼ 1.6 made with
HST’s WFC3/G102L infrared grism.
My grid of template galaxies was constructed using the GALAXEV package described by
Bruzual & Charlot (2003). I varied three parameters: the metallicity Z, the ’birth cloud’ optical
depth τV , and a time parameter t that intertwines SFH and elapsed time since star formation ended.
For the simple SFHs I used to make the grid of models, D(4000) and Dn(40000) increase mono-
tonically with t. To simulate WFC3 grism observations at a range of galaxy magnitudes, I used the
aXeSIM software package.
The first part of this feasibility study involved a search for systematic biases in D(4000) and
Dn(4000) for different SFHs/ages, metallicities, and dust extinctions. No obvious systematic bi-
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ases were observed by varying any of the three parameters. Instead, random noise in the obser-
vations plays the largest role in the precision with which the strength of the 4000 Å break can be
measured and the average stellar age reconstructed.
To better understand the effect of magnitude and therefore random error on D(4000) measure-
ment uncertainty, I plotted the percent uncertainty in D(4000) against galaxy magnitude. The error
is within 10% uncertainty at all magnitudes and within 5% for galaxies with J-band magnitudes
of 21.6 or brighter. However, since D(4000) is not as sensitive to stellar age after a galaxy’s star
formation has been cut off for about 1 Gyr, even a small error in a D(4000) measurement can
correspond to a large error in calculated stellar age. Plotting the percent uncertainty in t, cal-
culated using the measured strength of the 4000 Å break, against galaxy magnitude proves how
difficult it is to precisely constrain stellar age in high redshift galaxies using only D(4000). For
the particular SFH I used in my models, galaxies with J(AB) = 22.8 mag have at least a ∼100%
uncertainty in age, galaxies with J(AB) = 22.2 mag have at least a ∼50% uncertainty, galaxies
with J(AB) = 21.6 mag have an uncertainty in age of ∼50%, and the brightest galaxies consid-
ered, those with J(AB) = 21.0 mag, have uncertainties barely less than 50%. Furthermore, these
errors are even greater if SFH is unknown. Although random errors are too great at all magnitudes
in the study to accurately and precisely constrain stellar age using a D(4000) measurement alone,
my collaborators should still be able to use the strength of the 4000 Å break to distinguish between
very young galaxies and those with older stellar populations. The 4000 Å can also be used in
combination with other spectral features to reconstruct stellar age in high-redshift galaxies.
The percent uncertainty in stellar age is always somewhat greater when using Dn(4000) than
when using D(4000) because the narrower wavelength bands of the Dn(4000) index mean a lower
signal-to-noise ratio. However, Dn(4000) is also less affected by dust than D(4000), so it makes
sense to use the narrow measurement in studies where the small difference in random error between
the two indices does not affect the result dramatically.
My collaborators will be able to use Dn(4000) in some limited capacity to give a meaningful,
if not very precise, constraint on the age of each galaxy’s stellar population in IRC 0218A. This
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will allow them to study how the ages of the stellar populations in these galaxies vary as a function
of other galaxy properties such as mass, dust, and location in the cluster. These trends can be
compared to nearby galaxies and to high-redshift field galaxies to learn about galaxy evolution in
a variety of conditions.
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Appendix A
Appendix
It was not necessary to include all the figures in this Appendix in the Results section, but they are
presented here for those who are curious or looking for more information.
A.1 aXeSIM: The Slitless Simulation Package
Figure A.1 shows a sample z = 1.62 galaxy template spectrum and its corresponding aXeSIM
extracted spectrum, including uncertainty, at J-band magnitudes of 21.0, 21.6, 22.2, and 22.8 (the
magnitude limit of the study). It is easy to see that the uncertainties worsen as the magnitude
becomes fainter.
A.2 Model Galaxy Spectra
The Bruzual & Charlot GALAXEV spectra for all galaxies in the grid of models were plotted and
normalized to 22.8 mag at 1250 nm, corresponding to the J-band magnitude limit of the study,
and any differences in the spectra were noted. Figures A.2, A.3, A.4, and A.5 shows trends in
metallicity at all optical depths and average stellar ages. There is very little difference in the
spectra for Z/Z = 0.2 and Z/Z = 1.0 in all cases, but each Z/Z = 1.0 spectrum clearly shows
a slightly larger 4000 Å break than its corresponding Z/Z = 0.2 spectrum. This is because metal
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Figure A.1: Sample galaxy template spectrum and its corresponding aXeSIM extracted spectrum
for a 10-orbit HST observation. The green line in each plot represents the intrinsic spectrum of
a galaxy with metallicity Z/Z = 0.2, attenuation optical depth τV = 0.0, and elapsed time since
the end of star formation t = 3. This spectrum is identical in all four plots. The blue line gives the
aXeSIM one-dimensional extracted spectrum, with a measurement uncertainty shown by the blue
shaded region. The magnitudes represented in the plots are, from top to bottom, J(AB) = 21.0
mag, J(AB) = 21.6 mag, J(AB) = 22.2 mag, and J(AB) = 22.8 mag.
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absorption lines are responsible for creating the 4000 Å break. The differences between Z/Z =
0.2 and Z/Z = 1.0 galaxy spectra increase with increasing age cut to the fact that a galaxy’s
spectrum becomes less dominated by hot, massive stars with ionized metals (and therefore no metal
absorption lines) over time and becomes more dominated by cool stars with noticeable metal lines.
Next, the entire grid of model galaxies was run through aXeSIM. Figures A.6, A.7, A.8, and
A.9 show the aXeSIM extracted spectra of the same template galaxies displayed in Figures A.2-
A.5, ’observed’ at a J-band magnitude of 21.0. At this magnitude, it is possible to see that the
Z/Z = 1.0 spectra have a larger 4000 Å break than the Z/Z = 0.2 spectra.
Figures A.10 and A.11 explore the effect of optical depth on the template spectra. Varying τV
apparently has an insignificant effect on the spectra once the giant molecular birth clouds disperse
at t = 0.01 Gyr. Figures A.12 and A.13 show the corresponding aXeSIM extracted spectra.
Figures A.14, A.15, and A.16 illustrate the effect of varying the t parameter on Bruzual &
Charlot GALAXEV galaxy spectra. The plot corresponding to τV = 0.0 is given in the Results
section. As expected, D(4000) increases with increasing t, with the largest jump occurring between
the t = 0.0 Gyr spectrum and the t = 0.5 Gyr spectrum. Figures A.17, A.18, and A.19 show the
same plots for the aXeSIM one-dimensional extracted spectra, in which the same trends can be
seen.
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Figure A.2: Bruzual & Charlot GALAXEV spectra, normalized at an observed wavelength of
1250 nm, for galaxies with τV = 0.0. Although differences between Z/Z = 0.2 and Z/Z = 1.0
are minor, these differences generally increase with average stellar age, and galaxies with higher
metallicity exhibit stronger 4000 Å breaks. The different plots correspond to different values of t.
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Figure A.3: Bruzual & Charlot GALAXEV spectra, normalized at an observed wavelength of
1250 nm, for galaxies with τV = 1.0. Although differences between Z/Z = 0.2 and Z/Z = 1.0
are minor, these differences generally increase with average stellar age, and galaxies with higher
metallicity exhibit stronger 4000 Å breaks. The different plots correspond to different values of t.
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Figure A.4: Bruzual & Charlot GALAXEV spectra, normalized at an observed wavelength of
1250 nm, for galaxies with τV = 2.0. Although differences between Z/Z = 0.2 and Z/Z = 1.0
are minor, these differences generally increase with average stellar age, and galaxies with higher
metallicity exhibit stronger 4000 Å breaks. The different plots correspond to different values of t.
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Figure A.5: Bruzual & Charlot GALAXEV spectra, normalized at an observed wavelength of
1250 nm, for galaxies with τV = 3.0. Although differences between Z/Z = 0.2 and Z/Z = 1.0
are minor, these differences generally increase with average stellar age, and galaxies with higher
metallicity exhibit stronger 4000 Å breaks. The different plots correspond to different values of t.
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Figure A.6: Extracted aXeSIM spectra, normalized to 21.0 mag at an observed wavelength of
1250 nm, for galaxies with τV = 0.0. Although differences between Z/Z = 0.2 and Z/Z = 1.0
are minor, these differences generally increase with average stellar age, and galaxies with higher
metallicity exhibit stronger 4000 Å breaks. The different plots correspond to different values of t.
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Figure A.7: Extracted aXeSIM spectra, normalized to 21.0 mag at an observed wavelength of
1250 nm, for galaxies with τV = 1.0. Although differences between Z/Z = 0.2 and Z/Z = 1.0
are minor, these differences generally increase with average stellar age, and galaxies with higher
metallicity exhibit stronger 4000 Å breaks. The different plots correspond to different values of t.
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Figure A.8: Extracted aXeSIM spectra, normalized to 21.0 mag at an observed wavelength of
1250 nm, for galaxies with τV = 2.0. Although differences between Z/Z = 0.2 and Z/Z = 1.0
are minor, these differences generally increase with average stellar age, and galaxies with higher
metallicity exhibit stronger 4000 Å breaks. The different plots correspond to different values of t.
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Figure A.9: Extracted aXeSIM spectra, normalized to 21.0 mag at an observed wavelength of
1250 nm, for galaxies with τV = 3.0. Although differences between Z/Z = 0.2 and Z/Z = 1.0
are minor, these differences generally increase with average stellar age, and galaxies with higher
metallicity exhibit stronger 4000 Å breaks. The different plots correspond to different values of t.
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Figure A.10: Bruzual & Charlot GALAXEV spectra, normalized at an observed wavelength of
1250 nm, for galaxies with Z/Z = 0.2. Higher values of τV correspond to more extinction by
dust. After the giant molecular birth clouds disperse 0.01 Gyr after star formation ends, the minor
spectral differences caused by τV virtually disappear. The different plots correspond to different
values of t.
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Figure A.11: Bruzual & Charlot GALAXEV spectra, normalized at an observed wavelength of
1250 nm, for galaxies with Z/Z = 1.0. Higher values of τV correspond to more extinction by
dust. After the giant molecular birth clouds disperse 0.01 Gyr after star formation ends, the minor
spectral differences caused by τV virtually disappear. The different plots correspond to different
values of t.
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Figure A.12: Extracted aXeSIM spectra, normalized to 21.0 mag at an observed wavelength of
1250 nm, for galaxies with Z/Z = 0.2. Higher values of τV correspond to more extinction by
dust. After the giant molecular birth clouds disperse 0.01 Gyr after star formation ends, the minor
spectral differences caused by τV virtually disappear. The different plots correspond to different
values of t.
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Figure A.13: Extracted aXeSIM spectra, normalized to 21.0 mag at an observed wavelength of
1250 nm, for galaxies with Z/Z = 1.0. Higher values of τV correspond to more extinction by
dust. After the giant molecular birth clouds disperse 0.01 Gyr after star formation ends, the minor
spectral differences caused by τV virtually disappear. The different plots correspond to different
values of t.
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Figure A.14: Bruzual & Charlot GALAXEV spectra, normalized at an observed wavelength of
1250 nm, for galaxies with τV = 1.0. Higher values of t correspond to a shorter period of constant
star formation and a longer elapsed time since star formation ended. It is evident that the strength
of the 4000 Å break increases with increasing t, with the largest jump occurring between the
t = 0.0 Gyr spectrum and the t = 0.5 Gyr spectrum. The two plots correspond to different metal
abundances: Z/Z = 0.2, and Z/Z = 1.0.
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Figure A.15: Bruzual & Charlot GALAXEV spectra, normalized at an observed wavelength of
1250 nm, for galaxies with τV = 2.0. Higher values of t correspond to a shorter period of constant
star formation and a longer elapsed time since star formation ended. It is evident that the strength
of the 4000 Å break increases with increasing t, with the largest jump occurring between the
t = 0.0 Gyr spectrum and the t = 0.5 Gyr spectrum. The two plots correspond to different metal
abundances: Z/Z = 0.2, and Z/Z = 1.0.
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Figure A.16: Bruzual & Charlot GALAXEV spectra, normalized at an observed wavelength of
1250 nm, for galaxies with τV = 3.0. Higher values of t correspond to a shorter period of constant
star formation and a longer elapsed time since star formation ended. It is evident that the strength
of the 4000 Å break increases with increasing t, with the largest jump occurring between the
t = 0.0 Gyr spectrum and the t = 0.5 Gyr spectrum. The two plots correspond to different metal
abundances: Z/Z = 0.2, and Z/Z = 1.0.
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Figure A.17: Extracted aXeSIM spectra, normalized to 21.0 mag at an observed wavelength of
1250 nm, for galaxies with τV = 1.0. Higher values of t correspond to a shorter period of constant
star formation and a longer elapsed time since star formation ended. It is evident that the strength
of the 4000 Å break increases with increasing t, with the largest jump occurring between the
t = 0.0 Gyr spectrum and the t = 0.5 Gyr spectrum. The two plots correspond to different metal
abundances: Z/Z = 0.2, and Z/Z = 1.0.
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Figure A.18: Extracted aXeSIM spectra, normalized to 21.0 mag at an observed wavelength of
1250 nm, for galaxies with τV = 2.0. Higher values of t correspond to a shorter period of constant
star formation and a longer elapsed time since star formation ended. It is evident that the strength
of the 4000 Å break increases with increasing t, with the largest jump occurring between the
t = 0.0 Gyr spectrum and the t = 0.5 Gyr spectrum. The two plots correspond to different metal
abundances: Z/Z = 0.2, and Z/Z = 1.0.
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A.3 Systematic Errors
Potential systematic biases in the D(4000) and Dn(4000) measurements were investigated by com-
paring the measured values for the two indices to their intrinsic values for each galaxy and plotting
the result against the stellar population parameters Z, τV , and t. Several of these plots are shown in
Figures A.20, A.21, and A.22. There are no obvious trends in metallicity, dust extinction, or stellar
age that are consistent across multiple parameter sets.
A.4 Random Errors
Random measurement errors, which increase at greater magnitudes, appear in aXeSIM extracted
spectra due to readout and photon noise from sky background and from objects in the image.
As with the other three galaxy template variables, I compared the measured values for D(4000)
and Dn(4000) to their intrinsic values for each galaxy and plotted the result against magnitude
to gain a better understanding of how uncertainties affect these measurements (see Figure A.23).
The D(4000) and Dn(4000) measurements are almost always within 10% and often within 5%
of their intrinsic values at all magnitudes with exceptions in J(AB) = 22.8 mag galaxies at τV =
3.0, Z/Z = 0.2, and t = 0.5 and again at τV = 3.0, Z/Z = 0.2, and t = 0.0. There were no
noticeable trends with magnitude in D(4000)measured/D(4000)actual that were consistent across
multiple parameter sets.
Plots of the uncertainties in D(4000) and Dn(4000) versus magnitude can be found in Figures
A.24 and A.25 for a subset of the galaxies in my grid of Bruzual & Charlot GALAXEV tem-
plate galaxy spectra. The uncertainty increases at fainter magnitudes due to random error, and
the random errors associated with the Dn(4000) measurement are always greater than those of the
D(4000). Increasing metallicity, stellar age, and dust extinction all lead to slightly higher uncer-
tainties in D(4000). Percent uncertainties in D(4000) can be found in Figures A.26 and A.27.
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Figure A.19: Extracted aXeSIM spectra, normalized to 21.0 mag at an observed wavelength of
1250 nm, for galaxies with τV = 3.0. Higher values of t correspond to a shorter period of constant
star formation and a longer elapsed time since star formation ended. It is evident that the strength
of the 4000 Å break increases with increasing t, with the largest jump occurring between the
t = 0.0 Gyr spectrum and the t = 0.5 Gyr spectrum. The two plots correspond to different metal
abundances: Z/Z = 0.2, and Z/Z = 3.0.
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Figure A.20: The measured D(4000) (or Dn(4000)) value divided by the intrinsic D(4000)
(Dn(4000)) measurement for galaxies with infinite signal-to-noise measurements and an optical
depth of τV = 1.0. The black dotted lines correspond to a 1% difference from unity, and the red
dotted lines correspond to a 2% difference. The different plots correspond to different values of t.
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Figure A.21: The measured D(4000) (or Dn(4000)) value divided by the intrinsic D(4000)
(Dn(4000)) measurement for galaxies with infinite signal-to-noise measurements and a metal abun-
dance of Z/Z = 0.2. The black dotted lines correspond to a 1% difference from unity, and the red
dotted lines correspond to a 2% difference. The different plots correspond to different values of t.
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Figure A.22: The measured D(4000) (or Dn(4000)) value divided by the intrinsic D(4000)
(Dn(4000)) measurement for galaxies with infinite signal-to-noise measurements and a metal abun-
dance of Z/Z = 0.2. The black dotted lines correspond to a 1% difference from unity, and the
red dotted lines correspond to a 2% difference. The different plots correspond to different values
of τV .
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Figure A.23: The measured D(4000) (or Dn(4000)) value divided by the intrinsic D(4000)
(Dn(4000)) measurement for galaxies attenuation optical depth τV = 3.0 and metal abundance of
Z/Z = 1.0. The black dotted lines correspond to a 5% difference from unity, and the red dotted
lines correspond to a 10% difference. The different plots correspond to different values of t.
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Figure A.24: Uncertainties ∆D(4000) in D(4000) and Dn(4000) plotted against the magnitudes
considered in the feasibility study. ∆D(4000) always rises at fainter magnitudes, and the uncer-
tainty in Dn(4000) is always greater than that of D(4000). The galaxies all have identical dust
extinctions. Average stellar age increases from the top to the bottom of each column, and metal-
licity increases from the left to the right of each row. Increasing the metallicity or the stellar age
leads to higher uncertainties in D(4000) and Dn(4000).
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Figure A.25: Uncertainties ∆D(4000) in D(4000) and Dn(4000) plotted against the magnitudes
considered in the feasibility study. ∆D(4000) always rises at fainter magnitudes, and the uncer-
tainty in Dn(4000) is always greater than that of D(4000). The galaxies all have identical dust
extinctions. Average stellar age increases from the top to the bottom of each column, and metal-
licity increases from the left to the right of each row. Increasing the metallicity or the stellar age
leads to higher uncertainties in D(4000) and Dn(4000).
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Figure A.26: Percent uncertainties ∆D(4000) in D(4000) and Dn(4000) plotted against the mag-
nitudes considered in the feasibility study. The galaxies correspond to those in Figure A.24. As
before, increasing the metallicity or the stellar age leads to higher uncertainties in D(4000) and
Dn(4000).
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Figure A.27: Percent uncertainties ∆D(4000) in D(4000) and Dn(4000) plotted against the mag-
nitudes considered in the feasibility study. The galaxies correspond to those in Figure A.25. As
before, increasing the metallicity or the stellar age leads to higher uncertainties in D(4000) and
Dn(4000).
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